
Selling your home?
Our understanding is that the 
purchase of property is one of the 
m o s t s i g n i fi c a n t fi n a n c i a l 
investments an individual will 
make in their lifetime.  	

With that understanding we 
endeavour to develop trust with 
o u r c l i e n t s t h r o u g h t h e 
intentional care & quality of 
services we provide.  	

We want you to be as satisfied 
with the experience as you will be 
with the result of working with 
us.	

Integrity, Service, Trust - that’s 
what you can expect when you 
enlist the services of Team 
Preferred Choice.

Team Preferred Choice	


866-807-8109 info@teampreferredchoice.com	


of Sutton Group-Kilkenny Real Estate	

663 Stafford St. 	


Winnipeg, Mb. R3M 2X7

Our commitment to you:	


Integrity, Service, TrustOur values

www.teampreferredchoice.com

Specializing in:	

๏ Buyer Agency	

๏ Seller Agency 	

๏ New & Resale homes	

๏ Condominiums	

๏ Commercial Sales & 

Leasing	

๏ Land development	

๏ Market evaluation	


	
 and more…

http://www.teampreferredchoice.com
http://www.teampreferredchoice.com


The process of getting your home ready for 
sale starts with looking at your house 
differently - you should begin to think of it 
as a product that is going on the market, 
competing against other products on the 
market that present like “show homes.”	


Three important tips for getting your home 
market ready are:	


1. De-clutter & Minimize: as you are going 
to be moving anyway this is a good time 
to pack-up decorative & personal items.  
All surfaces should be neat & three 
quarters empty.  Minimize the furniture 
in the rooms to make them appear 
larger and more spacious.	


2. Clean & Maintained: it is important for 
the home to appear as spotless as 
possible.  This small tip goes a long way 
to add value to your home.  Be sure to 
include windows and eliminate odours 
from pets, smoke and cooking - these 
leave an impression.  Take care of any 
deferred maintenance like squeaky 
doors, replace calking.  This 
demonstrates the home is well cared for.	


3. Neutral:  We want your home to appeal 
to as many buyers as possible, this 
includes neutralizing your decor by 
replacing busy fixtures, wall paper, 
removing personal items.  This will 
allow potential buyers to visualize their 
decor in your house.

Preparing Your Home For Sale Pricing your home:
One of the most important jobs in selling 
your home is accurately pricing it.  Your 
house is “worth” only as much as a buyer 
is willing to pay for it.  Your REALTOR 
® will provide you with information on 
comparable properties to help make an 
informed decision on the market price.	

Two common mistakes made in pricing a 
home are:	

Over-pricing:	

Sometimes homeowners have a price in 
mind based on a profit or emotional 
reasons. However over-priced homes are 
susceptible to problems such as:	

• Over-priced homes often receive much 

less interest from buyers & 
REALTORS ® and fewer showings.	

• Buyer’s engage in comparison 

shopping.  Looking at an over-priced 
home may convince them of the value 
of different home priced closer to it’s 
actual worth.	

• Properties that are over-priced tend to 

stay on the market longer and are 
susceptible to the perception that 
“something is wrong with it,” it may 
encourage lowball offers, in the belief 
that the sellers may be getting 
desperate.
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For more information please refer to our guide 
“Preparing your home for sale” which will 
provide more detail on how to get your home 
looking it’s best!

Under-pricing:	

Some believe that under-pricing a home 
can bring about a multiple offer 
situation, and a sale price above their 
listed price.  Most are not aware that it is 
considered fraudulent to advertise a 
price you are not willing to accept.  This 
strategy can backfire in a number of 
ways:	

• Because of the lower price, the house 

may not appear in qualified buyer’s 
search criteria.	


• There is no guarantee of a multiple-
offer situation.  This is true even in a 
seller’s market, as this strategy relies on 
your home qualifying for the specific 
criteria of multiple buyers at the same 
time.	


• Some buyers refuse to compete in a 
multiple offer situation and will prefer 
to shy away.	


• Some buyers feel uncomfortable with 
offering much more than the list price, 
and worry about over-paying for the 
house.	


• It is not advisable to raise the price 
after it has been advertised, as it gives 
the impressions that it was fraudulent.


